i-fact@nalysis, Inc. and STEER, LLC Announce Strategic Business
Partnership to Help Clients Meet Regulatory Compliance, Due Diligence and
Risk Management Requirements
Harness the knowledge of an experienced team of Compliance, Due Diligence & Risk
Management experts. The great scientist Albert Einstein once said, "The only source of
knowledge is experience."
Boston, MA (PRWEB) October 24, 2016 -- STEER, LLC (“STEER”), a global provider of compliance, risk
management and audit services, and i-fact@nalysis, Inc. (“i-fact@nalysis”), a leader in due diligence,
investigation and security consulting services, today announced a business partnership. The partnership
provides mutual clients with a comprehensive suite of risk management services globally.
i-fact@nalysis’ network of strategically located offices around the world will provide STEER with additional
due diligence resources, “boots on the ground” and capabilities in countries where many organizations are
struggling with regulatory compliance and complex business environments. “i-fact@nalysis’ professionals will
support STEER’s global growth objectives and better position us to further serve our customer’s needs globally
with local knowledge and resources, which will complement our company’s service offerings,” said Dan
Bleeker a Partner and senior executive with STEER.
The partnership will help STEER and i-fact@nalysis’ clients meet regulatory compliance requirements and
identify risks from third party vendors and partners globally. “Keeping pace with rapidly evolving compliance
and due diligence challenges is becoming an increasingly difficult task, requiring many professional services
companies to leverage strategic specialized partnerships to meet their client’s compliance and risk management
objectives,” said Ron DeLia, i-fact@nalysis’ Managing Partner. “We look forward to a successful partnership
with STEER that will help our clients navigate complex compliance challenges, meet regulatory requirements
and build a long term risk management strategy.”
“We are proud to partner with i-fact@nalysis”, said Kerry Keating, a Partner and senior executive of STEER,
LLC. The partnership is a perfect fit for our clients and will allow us to deliver integrated compliance and risk
management services from “cradle to grave.” The partnership will bring innovative and market leading
solutions to all of our customers, along with highly regarded subject-matter expertise. The “partnership between
STEER and i-fact@nalysis is extremely valuable as it maximizes the in-house capabilities of each firm to
address compliance, due diligence, investigations, audit and other risk management services for clients,” said
Kent Anderson, Managing Director of i-fact@nalysis’ Seattle, Washington office.
“Globalization, new laws and regulations have made risk management more complex and ever-changing. As a
result, multi-national firms face multiplying compliance and due diligence concerns, especially with regard to
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, UK Bribery Act, and Brazil’s Clean Company Act,” said Kerry Keating. As
senior compliance executives with a Fortune 300 company Mr. Keating and Dan Bleeker served on a crossfunctional senior management team, which was successful in bringing resolution to a U.S. Government,
Department of Justice investigation and guided the company through an extended probationary period.
About STEER, LLC
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STEER, LLC is a boutique group of compliance, risk management and internal audit professionals with over
four decades of experience as senior executives with multinational corporations. The quality of their work has
been recognized by the management and boards of Fortune 200 companies, as well as by government
authorities and regulators worldwide. STEER’s network of consultants have a minimum of 20 years’
experience and are highly knowledgeable in providing compliance, risk management and audit services
globally. For more information visit: www.steerglobal.com.
USA Office:
14 Wall Street, 20th floor, New York, NY 10005, United States
International Office:
Stampfenbachstrasse 48, 8021, Zurich, Switzerland
About i-fact@nalysis, Inc.
i-fact@nalysis, Inc. is an industry leader in providing clients with a diversified approach to implementing
practical risk mitigation business solutions worldwide. i-fact@nalysis delivers a range of due diligence,
investigation, compliance and security consulting services through a network of 15 offices located strategically
around the globe. The company provides clients with flexible risk management solutions to identify, assess, and
manage complex business challenges. Trends in globalization, new government regulations, shorter response
times and increased business complexity have brought the importance of risk to the forefront, placing an
additional burden on the already busy agenda of boards and senior corporate executives. For more information
visit: www.i-factanalysis.com.
USA Offices:
Boston | Houston | Los Angeles | Miami | New York | San Francisco | Seattle |
Washington, D.C.
International Offices:
Hong Kong | London | Mexico City | Mumbai | Riyadh | São Paulo | Shanghai
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Contact Information
Ron DeLia
i-fact@nalysis, Inc.
http://www.i-factanalysis.com
+1 617 217 2850
Kerry Keating
STEER, LLC
http://www.steerglobal.com
860 593 2379
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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